Background {#section1-1176934318821080}
==========

Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is an essential basic step required for various bioinformatics approaches such as protein secondary structure prediction, phylogeny inference, and identifying significant functional residues.^[@bibr1-1176934318821080],[@bibr2-1176934318821080]^ It helps for studying hidden patterns in sequence-structure-function associations of DNA or protein sequence families. The role of MSA for predicting protein structures by homology modeling has been explained very well by the results from the CASP2 and CASP3.^[@bibr3-1176934318821080]^ Manually curated sequences/alignments for evaluating performance of MSA methods can be downloaded from various online databases such as BAliBASE,^[@bibr4-1176934318821080]^ PREFAB,^[@bibr5-1176934318821080]^ and SABmark.^[@bibr6-1176934318821080]^ Alignments in these repositories have some limitations such as their small size, uncertain positional homology, and lack of evolutionary history among the sequences. Small size does not allow the user to cover a complete range of scenarios of protein evolution, whereas uncertain positional homology makes assessing accuracy of the alignments difficult. Lack of evolutionary history among the sequences hinders testing of phylogenetic software applications. Furthermore, the writers of MSA tools may be misguided to design algorithms for solving issues which are reported only in the manually curated datasets, and high-level skill sets are required for reconstructing accurate alignments.^[@bibr5-1176934318821080]^

Simulated alignments are alternatives to manually constructed MSAs, and their importance is recognized because of prior knowledge of their true evolutionary history, which is very helpful for reconstructing accurate phylogenetic trees and alignments.^[@bibr7-1176934318821080]^ Second, as compared with manually curated alignments, it is easy for the end user to generate simulated alignments; however, it involves a number of steps and consumes a lot of time for generating even a few hundred of sequences. A number of sequence simulators such as ROSE,^[@bibr8-1176934318821080]^ SIMPROT,^[@bibr9-1176934318821080]^ MySSP,^[@bibr10-1176934318821080]^ and Indel-Seq-Gen−2.1.03 (iSG)^[@bibr11-1176934318821080]^ are available. Each of these software tools has its own strengths and weaknesses. The iSG is famous for generating greatly divergent DNA sequences and protein sequences by integrating several indel models, modeling coding and noncoding DNA evolutions. It has many other features such as addition of motif conservation, indel tracking, lineage-specific evolution, subsequence length constraints, and PROSITE-like regular expressions.

Generating simulated alignments requires expertise to use bioinformatics tools and consume several hours for reconstructing even a few hundreds of simulated sequences. It becomes a tedious job for an end user who needs a few datasets of variety of simulated sequences. A comprehensive study of MSA methods without using simulated sequences as test cases is hard to perform. Currently, there is no databank available which may help researchers to download simulated sequences/alignments for their study. For this reason, we have developed SAliBASE (1.0), first version of simulated protein alignments database. Major focus of our study was to develop a database of simulated sequences (SAliBASE) based on different varying parameters such as insertion rate, deletion rate, sequence length, and indel size. Each dataset has corresponding alignment as well. The deletion and insertion rates represent the occurring of deletions and insertions at the specified intervals which indicates that how much genetic material has been discarded. Indel size indicates the number of deletions and insertions occurring in protein/DNA sequences.^[@bibr12-1176934318821080]^ This repository is very useful for evaluating multiple alignment methods.

Construction and Content {#section2-1176934318821080}
========================

SAliBASE 1.0 includes 5 simulated alignment sets. Alignments in "Varying Deletion Rate" dataset were generated using deletion rate ranging from 0.000002 to 0.1. Sequence length was 1000 bp, indel size was 20, number of sequences was 100, and the insertion rate was 0.000002. Dataset namely "Varying Insertion Rate" consists of 100 alignments with insertion rate ranging from 0.000002 to 0.1. Other parameters were kept constant, that is, the number of sequences was 100, indel size was 20, sequence length was 1000 bp, and deletion rate was 0.000002. Dataset entitled "Varying Indel Size" includes alignments with indel size ranging from 100 to 5000. Sequence length was 15 000 bp, insertion and deletion rate were 0.000002, and number of sequences was 100. Dataset entitled "Varying Sequence Length" contains 100 alignments with sequence length ranging from 1000 to 20 800. Other parameters such as number of sequences, insertion rate, deletion rate, and indel size were constant, that is, 100, 0.000002, 0.000002, and 20, respectively. Alignments in "Varying Number of Sequences" dataset were constructed using "number of sequence" parameter ranging from 100 to 100 000. Sequence length was 500, indel size was 20, and deletion rate and insertion were 0.000002. [Table 1](#table1-1176934318821080){ref-type="table"} shows summary of the 5 sets of simulated alignments.

###### 

Parameters used in 5 sets of simulated alignments.

![](10.1177_1176934318821080-table1)

  Varying deletion rate                          Varying insertion rate                                                                                                                                                          
  ----------------------------- ---------------- -------------------------- ------------------- --------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------ -------------------- ---------------- --------------- ---------------------------------------
  Sequence length               Indel size       Insertion rate             **Deletion rate**   Number of sequences in each alignment   Sequence length       Indel size   **Insertion rate**                    Deletion rate   Number of sequences in each alignment
  1000                          20               0.000002                   0.000002-0.1        100                                     1000                  20           0.000002-0.1                          0.000002        100
  Varying indel sizes                            Varying sequence lengths                                                                                                                                                        
  Sequence length               **Indel size**   Insertion rate             Deletion rate       Number of sequences in each alignment   **Sequence length**                Indel size           Insertion rate   Deletion rate   Number of sequences in each alignment
  15 000                        100-5000         0.000002                   0.000002            100                                     1000-20 800           20           0.000002             0.000002         100             
  Varying number of sequences                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  Sequence length               Indel size       Insertion rate             Deletion rate       **Number of sequences**                                                                                                          
  500                           20               0.000002                   0.000002            100-100 000                                                                                                                      

In each of 5 sets, 4 parameters were kept constant and 1 was varying (given in boldface).

Materials and Methods {#section3-1176934318821080}
=====================

[Figure 1](#fig1-1176934318821080){ref-type="fig"} describes all steps of the methodology adapted to generate simulated datasets.

![The steps to generate simulated datasets.](10.1177_1176934318821080-fig1){#fig1-1176934318821080}

Construction of Simulated Trees {#section4-1176934318821080}
===============================

TreeSim package of R was used to generate a total of 104 simulated trees under the birth-death model; 100 for "Varying Number of Sequences" dataset and 1 for each of the other datasets. [Figure 2B](#fig2-1176934318821080){ref-type="fig"} shows commands to generate simulated sequences in iSGv2.1.03.

![(A) Command used to generate tree in R and (B) the command used to generate simulated sequences in indel-seq-gen.](10.1177_1176934318821080-fig2){#fig2-1176934318821080}

Construction of Simulated Alignments {#section5-1176934318821080}
====================================

iSGv2.1.03 was used to construct the 5 datasets. Each of the 5 datasets consists of 100 alignments; 100 with varying deletion rate, 100 with varying insertion rate, 100 with varying indel size, 100 with varying number of sequences, and 100 with varying sequence length. Thus, a total of 500 known alignments were generated. [Figure 2A](#fig2-1176934318821080){ref-type="fig"} shows commands to generate simulated tree in R.

Utility and Discussion {#section6-1176934318821080}
======================

SAliBASE ([Figure 3](#fig3-1176934318821080){ref-type="fig"}) is a repository of 5 datasets of simulated sequences. Each dataset stores 100 sequence and corresponding alignment text files of varying sizes. The user can download all datasets using a link numbered as "1." Other links provide options for downloading individual sequence files. For example, by selecting the link numbered as "2," a list of 100 sequence files of varying length will be displayed and the user can download the required data. This repository will be very useful for carrying out comparative study of MSA methods which is, currently, one of the important research areas of bioinformatics domain. It will save a lot of time of end user because generating simulated alignment with few hundred sequences needs several hours and multiple steps, and it becomes a frustrating job when a user requires several simulated alignments of varying sizes.

![Online interface of SAliBASE which shows links for downloading various datasets.](10.1177_1176934318821080-fig3){#fig3-1176934318821080}

Demonstration of Application of Simulated Alignments {#section7-1176934318821080}
====================================================

In this section, we describe steps of using simulated alignments for assessing accuracy of an alignment method. The datasets on our website have 2 files in FASTA format. Type of 1 file is "SEQ" and type of the other file is "MA." These 2 files are sequence file and corresponding true alignment file, respectively. After downloading the desired datasets, the user will generate test alignment by providing sequence file to an alignment tool (eg, ClustalO). Now, the user will compare test alignment generated by the selected tool and the true alignment downloaded from our website using sum-of-pairs and total column scores. [Figure 2A](#fig2-1176934318821080){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#fig2-1176934318821080){ref-type="fig"} demonstrate the commands to generate simulated tree in R and simulated sequences in indel-seq-gen, respectively.

Conclusions {#section8-1176934318821080}
===========

Generating simulated alignments requires expert-level skills to use various bioinformatics tools and consumes several hours for reconstructing few hundreds of simulated sequences. It becomes a tedious job for an end user who requires several simulated alignments of varying sizes. A comprehensive study of MSA methods without using simulated sequences as test cases is hard to perform. SAliBASE (1.0 is a database of simulated sequences which were generated based on different varying parameters such as insertion rate, deletion rate, sequence length, and sequence length and indel size). Each dataset has corresponding alignment as well. This repository is very useful for evaluating multiple alignment methods.
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